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Welcome to Meggetland 

On behalf of Boroughmuir Rugby and all the generations of players who have 
gone before you, I welcome you to Meggetland - home of this great rugby club. 
In my youth I used to come here on Saturday mornings to play for school, and 
stayed on to watch the Boroughmuir men who played here in the afternoon – 
real rugby! The players made us schoolboys very welcome and ensured that we 
joined them in the pavilion after the match, for hot pies, tea and rugby chat.

That warm welcome is still extended today, to all of you youth players and 
supporters. You are taking part in the greatest team game on earth and we hope that you will experience 
the real fellowship of Rugby Football and become loyal players and supporters of this fine sport and of 
this esteemed rugby club. 

Enjoy your rugby and I wish you every success for the coming season.

Avoid the pies, train hard and play well - success will follow!

Bill Noble
President, Boroughmuir Rugby

We welcome you to Boroughmuir Ruby, Mini’s and Youth section

The Minis and Youth sections of all clubs are important for the future of the sport in Scotland. We nurture 
the talent and the lifeblood of the sport and our players are tomorrows First XV. Indeed, increasing 
numbers of our own First XV started their playing career in the minis section.

The games will be hard, but always played in the spirit of friendly rivalry. We offer our young players 
the opportunity to participate in a great game, teaching them sporting behaviour, team spirit, healthy 
competition and most of all, the chance to have fun.

Please encourage and cheer on all our players. Please also respect and support our officials. They give 
their own time and resources freely to the game. We want coaches, officials, parents and especially our 
young players to enjoy Boroughmuir Rugby Club

We would like to thanks everyone who has ensured the Mini and Youth Section is such a great success 
especially thanks for all our local and loyal sponsors, your help have been greatly appreciated. 

The Mini and Youth section simply wouldn’t happen without the support of our legions of volunteers, 
coaches and referees. 

Scott Anderson –
Youth Section Secretary, Boroughmuir Rugby

“Most teams have guys who want to win,  but aren’t willing to 
do what it takes. 

What it takes is  to give yourself over to the team and play your 
part. 

That may not always make you happy, but you’ve got to do it. 
Because when you do, that’s  when you win.”  
(Bill Cartwright – Chicago Bulls 1990-1995)
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The famous History; Boroughmuir Rugby

This rugby club was formed in the mists of time - around 1919. The school was, like many others, soccer 
only, until in 1908 Mr Joseph Bromage – a member of staff introduced pupils to the alternative – Rugby 
Football. What a nice man! This was a mere 85 years after William Webb Ellis had famously ‘ with fine 
disregard for the rules of football, as played in his time, first took the ball in his arms and ran with it.’

If he hadn’t done it I’m sure that I would have!

Our club badge is based on the elements of the Boroughmuir school badge – the Saltire on the Borestone, 
the Thistle and our colours navy blue and emerald. Did you know that the Borough Muir was an open 
area in the south of Edinburgh where, legend tells us that, the Saltire was pitched in the Borestone for 
the muster of the Scottish army before the battle of Flodden in 1513? The Borough Muir was the area 
that is now occupied by the Meadows and Bruntsfield Links. The actual Borestone was built into the 
boundary wall of Morningside Parish Church in 1852 and can still be seen in Morningside Road today. 
This is a proud heritage for our club and we have special permission from the Court of the Lord Lyon to 
uniquely include the Saltire in our badge.

By 1910 the school had discontinued soccer (still an unpopular idea!) and pursued a full fixture list for its 
rugby sides. The ensuing years produced a number of useful former pupils and at the end of World War 
1, in 1919, the Boroughmuir Former Pupils Rugby Football Club was founded – 93 years later we are still 
‘running with the ball.’ The FPs grew quickly in the early years, building a wide fixture list and becoming 
a well respected club – known for running rugby and great hospitality!

The men who formed the club didn’t ‘train’ very much – if at all! – but when they pulled on the navy 
and emerald jersey they produced many outstanding seasons and results against the established rugby 
clubs in Scotland – culminating in Championship wins in 1954/56, 1972/73, 1990/91 and many other 
tournament successes. Our players were being recognised at both district and international level .
Ken Ross was the club’s first internationalist, gaining his Scotland cap in 1961 and playing a further ten 
times until 1963. There have been many more since then. How many Scottish players do you or your 
parents know that played for Boroughmuir?

A look around the clubhouse should provide the answers.

Becoming a pioneering open club in 1972 was a real turning point with many great players coming to 
Meggetland , bringing their skills and personalities to add to the sound foundations created by many 
generations of Boroughmuir rugby men.

Another 40 years on, we are now firmly established in the Scottish rugby community and are providing 
exciting opportunities for our players in one of the best equipped facilities in Scotland. We intend to 
improve and sustain our progress and there is no more fitting place to start, than with the pool of 
talent which is the Boroughmuir Mini and Youth Rugby players. We are headed for 100 years of rugby 
at Meggetland – you will have the honour of playing then – you are our future – book your place in the 
team by training hard, playing well and realising your potential.

Bill Noble
President

Boroughmuir Rugby Community Sports Club (BRCSC)

Boroughmuir Rugby Club have recently undertaken a major review of how they operate and agreed a 
new vision and organisational structure to become a full community sports club and embrace a much 
wider community market for club activity in the South West of Edinburgh. The vision for BRCSC is:

‘BRCSC to be the heart of a sustainable community sports club driving rugby success, sporting participa-
tion and performance across all ages and gender within our community’ 

Under the new identity the Club it is working with local neighbouring clubs at Meggetland to help pro-
vide a home for many sports clubs who use the site and we look forward to welcoming many new sports 
clubs into our facilities in 2013/2014 season.

The recent announcement of the community sport hub initiative, sportscotland’s contribution to the 
Scottish Government’s 2014 legacy plan, is an exciting and innovative approach to the development of 
sport in local clubs. It is designed to increase the number of people of all ages participating in sport in 
communities across Scotland. It has been recognised that volunteers are the backbone of community 
sport and that a new way of thinking on how to support this needs to be found - The Sports Hub pro-
gramme allows this with no prescription except to prioritise increased participation and that clubs are at 
the heart of the programme sharing decision-making. Over the period of the review Boroughmuir have 
fully engaged with the Community Sports Hub and are becoming the social heart of that Hub process for 
the South West Community Sports Hub. 
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Our Clubhouse and Facilities

Here at Boroughmuir we are fortunate to have some of the best facilities of any Edinburgh rugby club. 

Accessed from Colinton Road, our Clubhouse is one of the first buildings you meet, and is located at the 
south side of the Meggetland complex, with the main ‘first fifteen’ rugby pitch, complete with spectator 
seating, behind. A further two full size rugby pitches, a full size football pitch and the youth soccer 
seven’s pitched are located on the lower ground to the north of the main pitch. To the east of the centre 
stand lies the main hockey pitch, together with the IRB 22 certified ‘3G’ artificial football pitch.

The Boroughmuir Clubhouse, has a variety of spaces within it, which are managed by a full time member 
of staff and a support team. These include meeting spaces, a conference hall, the Boroughmuir Rugby 
shop, the bar and function space, kitchens and a fully functioning, members only gym.

The Clubhouse Venue

The rugby club is a multifunctional venue that plays host to an assortment of events and seasonal events 
across the yearly calendar; such as birthday parties, weddings, christenings, formal dinners, fundraising 
and charity events, Christmas parties, barbecues and a variety of other parties. If you are thinking of 
hosting an event our events team are more than happy to assist you and aim to make your occasion a 
positive and successful experience. The venue hire price is affordable with an added 25% discount if you 
are a member.

We also host a variety of corporate events at the Meeting Place; be it conferences, training days and 
annual general meetings, where a selection of buffet lunches can be provided. Businesses and individuals 
who use our venue are welcomed to take advantage of the facilities we offer such as audio and visual 
facilities, and the large free car park. 

Exciting Times Ahead

The go ahead was finally given to develop the interior refurbishment proposals for the bar area, after 
the Social Investment Scotland grant was received early in the summer. The overall aim is to develop 
the bar area into a welcoming environment for children, families, players and all club members which is 
fundamental to the BR&CSC ethos moving forward.

The design focuses on providing cafe facilities to attract users throughout the day to ensure a lively 
and friendly atmosphere where users will feel comfortable dropping in for a coffee, panini, sandwich, 
alcoholic refreshment or light meal. The modern but respectful design will operate on several levels with 
different areas for the cafe, match day enjoyment, general social gatherings which will foster interaction 
between all users. Key initiatives will be the creation of the purpose designed cafe bar, a merchandise 
wall, the Community Wall (for display and notices) and flexible furniture to cater for all. The finishes will 
be modern but very robust and provide an important link with the Boroughmuir heritage.

The programme is to develop the proposals over the next few months with an anticipated start in 
September, for completion in November 2013.

Games

As well as having a fully operational Clubhouse during the week, Saturday is the Club’s main Rugby day. 
Throughout the season you are likely to catch at least one game of rugby here at the club - be it a 1st XV 
home game or one of our other teams; the 2nd XV, Boroughmuir Bears or the under 18’s Colts team. Hot 
food is available to purchase on these days from our in-house kitchen. As a full member, admission to 
league matches are included in your membership.

Our Clubhouse on Sunday’s….

One of the main days in the Youth Section’s week, here at Boroughmuir Rugby, is the Sunday. It is a day 
when the majority of the ‘teams’ are either training or playing matches.

The Youth Section is lucky enough to have the use of all the facilities at Meggetland on the Sunday, and 
this includes the Clubhouse. What we aim to provide, for the custodians of all our players is a warm, 
welcoming Clubhouse, where coffee/tea (and the odd cake) can be purchased, during the training or 
match sessions. This is a great time to grab a bit of ‘me’ time; read the papers or catch up with some 
work on your laptop or iPad, and as a member you are entitled to join and make use of the free WiFi – 
just ask for the details from the bar staff!

We hope you enjoy the use of our facilities, as much as we do..

Boroughmuir Rugby & Community Sports Club
Meggetland
Colinton Road
Edinburgh
EH14 1AS
T: 0131 443 7571
W: www.boroughmuirrfc.co.uk
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Boroughmuir Rugby, Membership

Membership Fees are normally collected at the start of each season on the Registration Day and can be 
paid in one payment or on a monthly Standing Order facility.

Youth Section Player – Membership Benefits

• Registration with Boroughmuir Rugby Community Sports Club and the Scottish Rugby Union
• Coaching from Qualified Coaches – IRB Rugby Ready Minimum Standard, Fully PVG Disclosure
• Rugby Kit – all Youth Section players will benefit from kit supplied throughout the season
• Discount in our very own Club Shop
• Free Entry to all Boroughmuir Rugby 1st XV League games at Meggetland
• All playing members are able to apply for a youth ticket for all Scotland games, both home & away, 

at a reduced rate.

Family Membership Benefits

• All of the above plus.....
• Free Entry for all the family to all Boroughmuir Rugby 1st XV League games at Meggetland
• Discounted rates for functions in the clubhouse e.g. Birthday parties for kids or adults
• Family members are able to apply for both youth & adult tickets for all Scotland games both home 

& away.

In addition to the benefits that Meggetland and Boroughmuir Rugby can offer, there are also associated 
benefits & discounts through a number of local businesses –

     

Plus many more.........

Gift Aid on your Membership

With Boroughmuir Rugby now officially a charity under the name of Boroughmuir Rugby Community 
Sports Club, we are now in the fantastic opportunity to have your membership fee gift aided to us.

Gift Aid enables Charities or Community Amateur Sports Clubs to increase the value of monetary gifts, 
including Membership Fees, from the UK taxpayer by claiming back the basic rate of tax paid by the 
donor, you. 

So remember if you are a UK taxpayer and paying your Membership then you are now helping the club 
even more. This benefit can then be put back into helping improve Rugby at Boroughmuir even more.

Boroughmuir Rugby;  Vision,  Ethos and Objectives

 “To provide all young players involved in youth rugby an environment which provides a platform to build 
confidence and self-esteem, team spirit, self-discipline and social awareness, bringing the values of team 
play and friendship to all. By playing our part, we will ensure Boroughmuir Rugby is at the heart of a 
sustainable community sports club driving rugby success, sporting participation and performance across 
all the ages and genders within our community”

The welfare of the child comes first. Children must be treated as children, not as small adults. Children 
are given a fair chance to compete and fair chance of winning.

Every effort has to be made to explain to the children what our selection criterion is. The coach is at 
liberty to constantly stretch and challenge the abilities of the child. Reasonable demands can be made 
of the children, e.g. punctuality, standards of behaviour and the children can be expected to practice in 
their own time.

Participation at all time must be encouraged with an emphasis on skill development, athleticism, and 
development of the child socially as well as in a sporting context.

Youth Objectives

1. Increase player numbers, especially from the local  community hub, with an ambition to have 2 
teams per age group and a sustainable player base.

2. Have a structured programme for coaches: CPD, SRU Development Courses, Internal courses, 
Including a programme to encourage and assist new coaches.

3. Have a structured programme to encourage Referee coaching and recruit new referees

4. Create an organised social calendar through new Social Committee, to encourage more interaction 
and support to club, with various fundraising activities.

5. Introduce more girls and young women to our Youth Teams; with a view to establish female teams 
within the Youth Section.

6. Membership of appropriate leagues for the purpose of establishing regular competitive play for 
the club’s representative teams.

7. The provision of training and playing facilities for it’s members.

8. Promoting and maintaining the highest standards of technical competence and safety in sport.

9. Providing equal opportunities for successful participation by all sections of the community.

10. To provide volunteer coaching, training and opportunities to participate in Youth Rugby within the 
rules of the Scottish Rugby Union for school age children.

11. To encourage social and sporting participation in rugby and other appropriate sports from our 
Community Hub.

The Golf Tavern
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Boroughmuir Rugby Youth Section; Annual General Meeting

That Boroughmuir Rugby Youth Section shall be subject to all rules, decisions & amendments to the rules 
as may be notified to the Youth Section by the Board of Boroughmuir Rugby & Community Sports Club. 
The rules are available on the club web site.

Annual General Meeting

The Youth Section AGM will be held annually normally in the month of May or otherwise as may be 
directed by the Chair of the Youth Section Main Committee. Not more than fifteen months may elapse 
between AGMs. At the AGM or any Special General Meeting which the Youth Section Management 
Committee may call (for all of which fourteen days notice shall suffice) a quorum shall be 5% of the 
membership involved with the Youth Section. 

At each AGM the following business shall be conducted: 

1. Receive and confirm the minutes of the previous AGM.

2. Presentation of the Youth Section financial accounts for the year

3. Presentation of Youth Section projected financial situation for the forthcoming year, and the 
setting of all fees

4. Presentation of Chairpersons report.

5. Election of officers to the main committee and sub-committees.

6. Any other business brought before the meeting which has been submitted in writing to the 
secretary not less than seven days prior to the AGM, and any other business deemed relevant by 
the chairperson

Rules for General Meetings:

A minimum of twenty one days notice in writing shall be given to all members, except in the event of an 
EGM where the notice shall be a minimum of fourteen days. The DYR, or in his/her absence a Member 
selected by the meeting, will take the Chair. 

All members shall register with the Secretary prior to the start of the meeting. Each member present 
shall have one vote. 

All votes shall be determined by a simple majority. In the event of a tied vote, the DYR may exercise a 
casting vote.  

The Secretary shall keep the minutes of the meetings and record all proceedings and resolutions.

Youth Management Committee Members  Contact E-Mail Addresses

Director of Youth Rugby – Graham Hepburn  graham.hepburn@blueyonder.co.uk

Secretary – Scott Anderson   scott@anderson-home.me.uk

Treasurer – Gordon Grant  jg.grant@blueyonder.co.uk

Head of Youth Coaching – Scott Anderson  scott@anderson-home.me.uk

Rugby Development Officer – Chris Pacey  boroughmuircdo@hotmail.co.uk

Child Protection Officer – Peter Wood  peterwood.home@gmail.com

Mini Fixture Secretary – Sam Dickinson  samdickinson8@gmail.com

S1/S2 Fixture Secretary – Scott Anderson  scott@anderson-home.me.uk

U15/U16 Fixture Secretary – Graham Hepburn  graham.hepburn@blueyonder.co.uk

Membership Secretary – vacant

Parents Representative – vacant

Coach Contact Information  Mobile  Contact E-Mail Addresses

P1-P2  Mike Stevens 17827 332 982 mike.stevens@fnz.co.uk

P3  Rob Hoole  07800 698745 robin.hoole@aviva.co.uk

P4  Innes Ledingham 07976 797685 innes.ledingham@uk.pwc.com

P5   Ritchie Somerville 07909688373 elivremos@btinternet.com

P6  Andrew Jacques 07813 088284 andrew.jacques@apexhotels.co.uk

P7  Alan MacGregor 07789 851157 alan@jemacgregor.co.uk

S1  Scott Anderson 07836 532822 scott@anderson-home.me.uk

S2  Andy Middlemiss 07548 285086 middlemiss3@aol.com

U 15’s  Graham Hepburn 07717 846627 graham.hepburn@blueyonder.co.uk

Under 16’s    TBC

Under 18’s  TBC
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BOROUGHMUIR RUGBY 
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Boroughmuir Rugby: Code of Conduct
Child Protection Policies

All coaches, managers or any adults who may find themselves in a supervisory position with Youth 
Section players must have Disclosure through the Protecting Vulnerable Groups Scheme. This check 
must be carried out before they are able to coach, manage or supervise.

Any person can assist with certain activities of the Youth Section but are not permitted to carry these out 
alone under any circumstances. If then that person wishes to regularly assist in these activities then they 
must be subjected to PVG Disclosure checks.

Failure to adhere to these rules will lead to the withdrawal or removal of the undisclosed person from 
Youth section activities until the matter is investigated.

Copies of the relevant Code of Conducts, a copy of the Club’s Child Protection Policy and a copy of the 
Youth Section Rules are available on the Boroughmuir Rugby Website.

Codes of Conduct

Boroughmuir Rugby values the role of sport and its contribution to overall human development by 
providing good quality rugby opportunities in a safe and positive environment.

Our club promotes personal, professional, and social well-being through rugby exercises, regardless of 
an individual’s socio-economic status, age, gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, disability or 
sexual orientation.

Our Codes of Conduct set minimum standard of best practice for everyone associated with he club, 
coaches, players, parents/carers and volunteers. WE must all aim to improve standards and protect the 
welfare and well being of everyone involved in our club, in particular, young rugby players and those 
who are vulnerable.

We must all strive to embody values, virtues and standards of excellence appropriate to our club setting. 
Ultimately, we must actively pursue our goals, realising the importance of our own, and our fellow 
participant’s commitment to upheld ethical duties and coach responsibilities to others.

Code of Conduct for Coaches

1. Coaches must respect the rights, dignity and worth of each and every person and that each equally 
within the context of the sport.

2. Coaches must place the well-being and safety of each player above all other considerations, 
including the development of performance.

3. Caches must adhere to all guidelines laid down by governing bodies.

4. Coaches must develop an appropriate working relationship with each player based on mutual trust 
and respect.

5. Coaches must not exert undue influence to obtain personal benefit or reward.

6. Coaches must encourage and guide players to accept responsibility for their own behaviour and 
performance.

7. Coaches must ensure that the activates they direct or advocate are appropriate for the e age, 
maturity, experience and ability of players

8. Coaches should, at the outset, clarify with the players (and where appropriate, parent) exactly 
what is expected of them and also what they are entitled to expect from their coach.

9. Coaches must co-operate fully with other specialists (e.g. other coaches, officials, doctors, 
physiotherapists) in the best interest of the player

10. Coaches must always promote the positive aspects of the sport (e.g. fair play) and never condone 
violations of the Laws of the Game, behaviour contrary to the spirit of Laws of the Game or relevant 
rules and regulations or the use of prohibited substances or techniques

11. Coaches must consistently display high standards of behaviour and appearance

12. Coaches must not use or tolerate inappropriate language.

Any coach or manager in serious breach of the Code of Conduct or bringing the club in to disrepute may 
be removed from their position and if applicable have their child refused the right to train, play or be 
selected for any team, for an appropriate period of time.

Continual misconduct could lead to suspension of the coach/manager from their position in the Youth 
Section and in exceptional circumstances, where the behaviour is deemed as wholly unacceptable or 
their behaviour has been persistent, ongoing or disruptive, the Youth Section reserves the right that they 
cease to hold their position. If they have a child registered with the club,   the Youth Section also reserves 
the right to request that they withdraw their child from the club and they leave with immediate effect.

Code of Conduct for Players

Players are the most important people in any sport. Playing for the team, and for the team to win, is the 
most fundamental part of the game. But not winning at any cost – Fair Play and respect for all others in 
the game is fundamentally important.

Obligations towards the game: A player should:

1. Make every effort to develop their own sporting abilities, in terms of skill, technique, tactics and 
stamina

2. Give maximum effort and strive for the best possible performance during a game, even if the team 
is in a position where the desired result has already been achieved.

3. Set a positive example for others, particularly young players and supporters.

4. Avoid all forms of gamesmanship and time wasting.

5. Always have regards to the best interested of the game

6. Not use inappropriate language

Obligations towards one’s own team: A player should:

1. Make every effort consistent with Fair Play and the Laws of the Game to help his own team win.

2. Resist any influence which might, or might be seen to, bring into question his commitment to the 
team winning.

Any player in serious breach of the Code of Conduct or bringing the club in to disrepute may be refused 
the right to train, play or be selected for any team, for an appropriate period of time.
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Code of Conduct For Parents and Spectators

Ensure that parents/spectators within our club are always positive and encouraging towards all of the 
children, not just their own.

Parents/Spectators have a great influence on children’s enjoyment and success in rugby. All children play 
rugby because they first and foremost love the game – its fun. It is important to remember that however 
good a child becomes at rugby within the club it is important to reinforce the message to parents/
spectators that positive encouragement will contribute to:

• Children enjoying rugby
• A sense of personal achievement
• Self Esteem
• Assist to improve the child’s skills and techniques

A parent’s/spectators expectations and attitudes have a significant bearing on a child’s attitude towards:

• Other players
• Officials
• Manager
• Spectators

Ensure that parents/spectators within out club are always positive and encouraging towards all of the 
children and not just their own.

Encourage parents/spectators to:

• Applaud the opposition as well as your own team
• Avoid coaching the child during the game
• Not to shout and scream
• Respect the referee’s decision
• Give attention to each of the children involved in rugby and not just the most talented
• Give encouragement to everyone to participate in rugby

Any parent/guardian in serious breach of the Code of Conduct or bringing the club in to disrepute may 
have their child refused the right to train, play or be selected for any team, for an appropriate period 
of time.

Continual misconduct could lead to suspension and in exceptional circumstances, where the behaviour 
is deemed as wholly unacceptable or their behaviour has been persistent, ongoing or disruptive, the 
Youth Section reserves the right to request that a parent/guardian withdraws their child from the club 
and they leave with immediate effect.

Disputes and Grievances

In the event of any dispute arising which may harm the good name of the Youth Section or Senior Club, 
the Secretary must be informed as soon as possible by the coach, manager or Committee member.

If the dispute is of such a nature that action is required, the team coaches and managers have delegated 
authority to make a decision and carry out remedial action they deem appropriate in the circumstances 
following discussion with those concerned.

They must notify the Secretary of Boroughmuir Rugby Youth Section outlining the circumstances, the 
nature of dispute, what action was required to resolve the dispute and the reasons for the action.

If the dispute is of such a serious nature that immediate action is required which has or could require 
police involvement the Secretary must be informed immediately and may then make an immediate 
decision as is appropriate in the circumstances following discussion with those concerned.

Sanctions

If any of the rules, guidance or instructions of the Youth Section are not adhered to, appropriate 
sanctions will be taken against any individual member, player, parent, coach or manager where it is 
deemed necessary or appropriate to do so.

Such sanctions could include:

An informal meeting about conduct by the coach, manager or Youth Section Committee Member.

A formal warning by the coach, manager or Youth Section Committee Member. This would be the 
manager of the relevant age group writing to the child or parent as appropriate.

The suspension from training, playing or selection for a specified period of time.

The suspension from training, playing or selection for an indefinite period of time e.g. where a formal 
investigation is being made in to an allegation.

The removal from the club premises of a child, parent or both where there is no confidence that there 
is a reasonable or just solution to the matter and by allowing the matter to continue brings the Youth 
Section into disrepute.

This list is not exhaustive and each sanction is decided on a case by case basis.

One of the most serious sanctions could be the removal of all family members and/or associates of the 
person committing an offence from any and all involvement with the Youth Section. The matter will 
automatically be passed to the Senior Club for any additional sanctions they feel are necessary in line 
with the club rules.

Verbal Abuse

The use of verbal or foul language is not permitted, where any person may take offence. Strong guidance 
is required in these matters by coaches or managers of any team where the language could offend others 
in the vicinity.

Physical Violence

The use of physical violence, actual or threatening to assault or threatening behaviour by any person is 
not permitted and will carry an immediate suspension from the club. And Youth Section activities. This 
will need to be ratified by the Senior Club due to the consequences and possibility of a person coming 
back to the club.

Racial, Homophobic or any other derogatory comments

Any allegations made in relation to these matters will automatically lead to suspension of a member, 
parent/guardian or child from all Youth Section activities. If the allegations are proven then the sanction 
will be removal from the Youth Section of the individual. In the case of a parent/guardian who is solely 
responsible for that child, the child will also be suspended and removed from the club.

The Youth section will not tolerate or accept any such comments made by an individual associated with 
the Youth Section in any capacity, whatsoever.
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False or misleading Representation of the Youth Section

No person other than those elected or authorised by the DYR or Youth Committee are to engage in any 
activity which could be seen as seeking favour for their own purposes, gain or bringing the Club in to 
disrepute with any other individual(s), group, company or organisation.

Specifically making any false or misleading statements or claims, which could or has been understood to 
imply that they are representing the Youth Section on business when they are not authorised to do so, 
will lead to refusal to permit that person to attend any Youth Section activities or events and if continued 
will lead to removal of that person form the club.

Financial Accountability

No person must spend any monies or incur any expenditure to the Youth Section without prior agreement 
of the Youth Section Committee.

All training courses must be agreed in advance and with approval of the Committee. Reimbursement 
of cost of training courses will be considered and looked at after successful completion of that training 
course and presentation of any certificates for recording purposes.

All training courses attended will be recorded at the next Committee meeting. Details of the courses 
attended and costs will be recorded in the minutes.

All monies paid out must be authorised and signed for by the DYR, Treasurer or Secretary. At least two 
people must sign any cheques.

In the absence of the DYR, Treasurer or Secretary the youth Section Committee will appoint by agreement 
another person.

The Treasurer will ensure that all signatory’s are members of the Youth Section and also ensure all 
Financial Accounting is kept up to date and all details are recorded.

Respecting Meggetland

All parents/guardians and children must abide by the rules of Meggetland and that of Edinburgh Leisure. 
Any person found causing wilful damage will automatically be passed to the Senior Club to apply 
sanctions as they feel necessary.

Parents/guardians, children and players should not take part in any activity in or around Meggetland 
which might cause offence or disturbance to other guests using the facilities.

Cancellation of pitches, matches or training

It is the decision of Edinburgh Leisure to decide if pitches are playable or not. This decision will be 
made on a Friday afternoons but we will be allowed to inspect pitches on a Sunday morning and discuss 
with the staff at Edinburgh Leisure the possibility of play for that particular day. This will be done by 
group allocated by the Main Committee and confirmation will then be sent to all Head Coaches or Team 
Managers. 

Under no circumstances should any coach or manager interfere or influence the decision and accept the 
decision as best for everyone.

Equipment

Gum Guards; Its is strongly recommended that gum guards are worn at all times by the players when 
playing contact rugby, either for training or match purposes.  There are a selection of gum guards available 
to suit everyone’s needs should there be allergic reactions to certain materials.  Fitted gum guards are 
recommend since they are moulded to the players gums and offer extra support and protection.

Goggles; The IRB/SRU regulation 12 states that goggles can not be worn at all for contact rugby in case 
of injury to players and opposition.  Contact lenses are recommended. 

Shin guards, hair clips etc can not be worn when playing contact rugby in case of injury to the player or 
opposition.

Hydration; It is recommended that the players bring along water or suitable liquids to all training 
sessions and matches.  With the nature of the sport and general physical exercise, hydration at all times 
is a key aspect to maintain player momentum and stamina.

Clothing;  the appropriate clothing; tops, shorts and socks are to be worn at all times for training and 
matches.  The Club will issue match kits but it is the parents responsibility to ensure that players are 
properly equipped at all times.  The Club strongly recommends that a kit bag should be established 
which contains the essentials for the Scottish climate;  Waterproof jackets and leggings, warmer sports 
tops, spare gum guards and studs etc.

Rugby boots;  Either moulded studded boots or screw in studded boots are acceptable.  Referees will 
become more stringent and start checking boots to ensure the all the studs, where applicable, are in 
place.  With screw in studs it is essential that all the studs are in place or if a stud is missing on the day 
the corresponding, opposite stud is to be removed.  This is to ensure that no single stud is present since 
it can form a single pressure point and cause bodily damage.

Photographs

The taking of photographs is permissible during training sessions or matches with the permission of the 
coach or manager. Parents/guardians are asked on the Registration Forms to give permission to allow 
photos to be taken of their child or children but if they have any objections they must discuss this with 
the coach or manager or Committee member before the start of any sessions or matches. 

The right to publish photographs in publications or on the website for Boroughmuir Rugby or Youth 
Rugby remains with the club.

Under no circumstances must any image capturing device i.e. mobile phone, tablets, cameras etc be 
used in the changing room areas by anyone including any players.
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Training schedule 

P1  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

P2  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

P3  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

P4  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

P5   Friday   6.00 - 7.00pm
  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

P6   Friday  6.00 - 7.00pm
  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

P7  Friday  6.00 - 7.00pm
  Sunday    1.30 - 3.00pm

S1   Tuesday   6.00 - 7.30pm
  Sunday               12.00 – 1.30 (Matches kick off at 12.30pm)

S2   Tuesday   7.00 - 8.30pm
  Sunday               12.00 – 1.30 (Matches kick off at 12.30pm)

U15   Tuesday  8.00 - 9.30pm
  Thursday  8.00 - 9.30pm
  Sunday       Matches kick off at 11.00am

U 16   Wednesday 7.00 - 8.30pm
  Sunday       Matches kick off at 11.00am

The Mini and Youth section have a very active schedule for prearranged games and tournaments 
throughout the season so please refer to the fixture list to ensure whether your team or child has a 
training session or game.  Games will be held on Sundays and, with the Minis, depending on the number 
of Boroughmuir teams entering per year group, either training will be cancelled or if the squad numbers 
are of a sufficient size it is possible to have a training session for those players not able to play in the 
games.

The coaches will confirm all matters regarding training sessions, games and player selection at the 
training session prior the game.

Social Media Policy

Boroughmuir RFC (Boroughmuir Rugby) sets out below how we will contact our under 18 year old players 
and all coaches, managers and volunteers must follow this policy. Boroughmuir Rugby regularly puts 
news items, updates and relevant material on the Boroughmuir Rugby website, Facebook and Twitter.

These posts may include match reports and news items prepared by coaches, volunteers, parents or 
guardians which may make reference to individual displays of technical skills or sportsmanship. They may 
also include, on occasions, photographs taken by coaches, volunteers, parents or guardians consisting of 
action shots, team groupings or tour activities. Boroughmuir Rugby sets out here the policy relating to 
the use of the website and its social media sites, this policy follows the current good practice as set out 
in the RFU website guidance, available below at this link: 

http://clubs.rfu.com/Clubs/portals/RUSafe/WebsiteAbuseCyberbullying.aspx

Communication with individual children policy

Boroughmuir Rugby adopts the above noted guidance and recommendations, and recognises that:

1. Boroughmuir Rugby Officials, Managers and Coaches should not communicate with individual 
children by text, or online at any time, on any matter, unless there is an immediate risk to the 
welfare of that child which can be lessened by such contact.

2. When communication by phone is needed, where possible Club Officials and Coaches should speak 
to the parent of a child. Club Officials and Coaches may speak to individual children on mobile 
phones provided they have prior written consent from the child’s parent(s), and from the child if 
old enough to understand.

3. If Boroughmuir RFC needs to communicate club-related information to children by email (such 
as training or match details), it should use email groups comprising email addresses given by the 
parent(s). Such emails should only come from specific designated individuals e.g. Managers and 
Head Coaches.  In the Youth Section we use Teamer to organise & manage our training and fixtures.

Social Networking Services, Social Media & Sport: Guidelines for safeguarding Children and Young 
People

Boroughmuir Rugby draws upon good practice as defined by the Child Protection in Sport Unit. Their 
guidance on “Using social networking services and social media: promoting safe and responsible use” 
will be used to inform coaches and players alike.  

As a user of a social networking site, whether you are a child or an adult, you may at some time have a 
concern about what you are seeing or being told about by another user.  The nature of these concerns 
may vary but should these concerns be connected to Boroughmuir Rugby then please contact the club 
directly.

 

Teamer is a web based tool that sends emails and SMS texts to all players and/or parents.  It enables 
the coaches to stay in touch and communicate in real time with everybody.  It allows players/parents to 
let the coaches know when player aren’t available due to illness or other commitments, and in return it 
lets the coaches let players/parents know if things like bad weather prevent a session going ahead.
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Our Rugby Development Officer, Chris 
Pacey
Hi There, my name is Chris Pacey and I am the 
Rugby Development Officer at Boroughmuir Rugby 
Club. To be able to work with one of the most 
dynamic and proactive rugby clubs in Scotland is 
an extremely exciting opportunity and privilege for 
me.

The role I have been asked to fulfil will build on the 
great work already achieved at the club and will 
make a positive impact on developing the coaches, 
children and hopefully the club as a whole. The 
future of all rugby clubs depends greatly on the 
success of their youth policy and helping to create 
an exciting, transparent and proactive player 
pathway that develops players for the junior, 
senior teams and beyond is a great challenge for us 
all. I consider Boroughmuir to have one of the best 
youth setups in the country and this is highlighted 
by not just the fact that we have players from 
different age groups involved in the national and 
regional age grade teams but also down to the high 
numbers of Under 18’s that move on up to feature 
in the senior side. All this is a result of a very well 
ran Youth Section and it is my job to maintain this 
standard and improve it where possible.

As a current player I am actively involved on both the playing and coaching fronts with Boroughmuir 
Rugby. In a coaching capacity I regularly work with players across a wide age spectrum, some with little 
or no experience of rugby to those who are experienced players. Regardless of their ability I take pride 
in effectively developing them as young rugby players and ensuring they enjoy the sport and their time 
here at Boroughmuir.

As part of my role I provide coaching support to the Youth Section coaches. This extends to the delivery 
of formalised IRB led courses such as Rugby Ready, which I deliver at Meggetland , to the implementation 
of the nationally led themes. In addition to this I also run training sessions geared towards the Youth 
Section coaches. 

I look forward to meeting everyone and working with you to create exciting, two footed, hard working 
players who understand and enjoy  the game and play with respect as well as a smile on their faces.

Parents - How Can You Help

We are very proud of our Boroughmuir Youth Section, from the Primary 1’s right up to the Under 18’s.  
Many other rugby clubs look on it with ‘envious eyes’, for its wealth and depth of constantly improving 
players and its potential as a ‘feeder’ to adult rugby.

Within the Boroughmuir Rugby Youth Section lies a strong ‘heart’, with much passion for improving 
standards and giving all young players the opportunity to have fun in playing rugby for a top Edinburgh 
club, with the potential to go all the way to the top of the rugby ‘tree’.

As with every club, we are always looking for more people to help, as our success depends on it. We 
believe that more helps ‘equals’ more opportunity , and more opportunity means better players, both at 
the rugby level and at the social level.

Therefore, we extend this invitation to everyone who would like to get ‘involved’ with our Youth Section 
– “Please help!”

A lot or a little, a main role or a supporting role, holding a ball or a parent helper on the committee there’s 
a place for you to make a difference within the Youth Section, and it’s always nice to put something back 
into the Community.

“I don’t know much about rugby”.....,” but I would like to help, what do I do now?”

No problem! The easiest way to ‘start the ball rolling’ is to approach one of our team coaches, and let 
them know that you would like to help. They’ll introduce you to the right people and we can take it from 
there.......

Boroughmuir Rugby Youth Section – ‘be part of it....’



Boroughmuir Rugby
Meggetland Sports Pavilion

Colinton Road
Edinburgh
EH14 1AS

Tel: 0131 443 7571
www.boroughmuirrfc.co.uk


